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Abstract: This paper covers review and challenges in the area of speech recognition by taking into account different classes of recognition mode. The recognition mode can be either speaker independent or speaker dependent. Size of the vocabulary and the input mode are two crucial factors for a speech recognizer. The input mode refers to continuous or isolated speech recognition system and the vocabulary size can be small less than hundred words or large less than few thousands words. This varies according to system design and objectives.

The organization of the paper is: first it covers various fundamental methods of speech recognition, then it takes into account various deficiencies in the existing systems and finally it discloses the various probable application areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research in automatic speech recognition (ASR) aims to develop methods and techniques that enable computer systems to accept speech input and to transcribe the recognized utterances into normal orthographic writing. Four basic approaches to attain this goal have been followed and tested over the years:

I. template-based approaches, where the incoming speech is compared with stored units in an effort to find the best match

II. knowledge-based approaches that attempt to emulate the human expert ability to recognize speech

III. stochastic approaches, which exploit the inherent statistical properties of the occurrence and co-occurrence of individual speech sounds

IV. connectionist approaches which use networks of a large number of simple, interconnected nodes which are trained to recognize speech.

Speech recognition is a complex process due to the parameters that influence speech including gender, age, race and cultural characteristics, such as dialects and accents. Speakers vary greatly in the clarity and speed of their speech, and words are not spoken individually, but slurred into a stream of sounds. A speech recognition system must identify the beginning and end of each word by 'listening' to the stream of phonemes. An effective speech recognition system must also deal with homophones- two words sound identical but have different meanings, and often different spellings.

2. APPROACHES TO SPEECH RECOGNITION

At present there are various approaches to recognize speech. These important techniques are briefly discussed in the succeeding paragraphs.

2.1 User Dependant and User Independent Recognition System

When the recognition system is trained exclusively by one person or by few persons. It is called speaker dependent recognition system. On the contrary, if a system is designed so that anyone can take charge of the system and the systems responds with equivalent efficiency, such a system is termed as speaker independent system. Since people from different regions of the world have different accents and more over everybody can not speak with the same speed, so building an efficient real time speaker independent speech recognition system is a big challenge.

2.2 Dynamic Time Warping

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is one of the common approaches to isolated word speech recognition. In this approach the template of each word is stored in the vocabulary. And the template of incoming speech is compared with each of the already stored templates. The closest match among the two templates is found and that is declared as the recognized utterance. This presents two problems: what form do the templates take and how are they compared to incoming signals.

The simplest form for a template is a sequence of feature vectors -- that is the same form as the incoming speech. The template is a single utterance of the word selected to be typical by some process; for example, by choosing the template which best matches a cohort of training utterances.

The matching process needs to compensate for length differences and take account of the non-linear nature of the length differences within the words.

The Dynamic Time Warping algorithm achieves this goal; it finds an optimal match between two sequences of feature vectors, which allows for stretched and compressed sections of the sequence. [6][13][35][36][37].

2.3. Isolated Speech Recognition

Isolated speech recognition enables the system to take word by word input. This means that before the start and end of the word will be silence. This phenomenon has made the system very simple, because we just have to detect two silence zones and will extract the features whatever is falling between these zones. The information extracted through these features is then compared with the already stored information in the system and the closest match is taken as the uttered word. But
2.4 Connected Word Recognition System

Connect word systems (or more correctly 'connected utterances') are similar to Isolated words, but allow separate utterances to be 'run-together' with a minimal pause between them. [12][13][14][15][31][32].

2.5 Hidden Markov Models (HMM)

HMM is a statistical modeling of the various pronunciations possible, or acoustic references of a word (or phoneme or expression depending on the case). The Markov models technique is used in most automatic speech recognition systems. Figure 1 shows a HMM structure usually applied in speech recognition systems [30]

As seen in Fig. 1, we can define a HMM as follows:

\[ \lambda = (A, B, \pi) \]

with this set of parameters:

\[ A : \{ a_{ij} \} \]

Probability Transition Matrix, with dimension \( N^2 \), and \( N \) is the number of states. This matrix describes a probability transition from state \( q_i \) to \( q_j \).

\[ B : \{ b_j(k) \} \]

the probability to get the symbol \( V_k \) in the state \( q_j \), and for DDHMM \( b_j(k) = \{ b_{jk} \} \); \( 1 \leq j \leq N \) \( 1 \leq k \leq M \)

\( \pi \) : Initial probability vector \( \pi(i) \) . Concerning HMM from figure 1., this vector will always be defined as \( [1\ 0\ 0\ 0\ ...] \), \( \{ V_1,...,V_N \} \) : set of M symbols

\( O = \{ O_1,...,O_T \} \) : observation sequence in the interval \( [1,T] \)

\( Q = \{ Q_1,...,Q_T \} \) : state sequence through the HMM in the interval \( [1,T] \).

\[ N \] : Number of states

\[ M \] : Number of symbols (number of centroids or, also, number of label-codes) For a more didactical approach in Hidden Markov Models with applications in speech recognition, we would recommend the following references [10][26][27][28][29][33].

2.6 Continuous Speech Recognition System

Continuous speech recognizers allow users to speak almost naturally. So finding the boundaries of utterance is a real challenging job due to the following important problems:

1) The quality of the speech signal may be affected by environmental noise or the transfer function of the transmission system, e.g., microphone and telephone.

2) In the acoustic signal, there is no clear indication or no indication at all of the boundaries between words or phonemes.

Thus, not only the spoken words but also the phoneme boundaries and the word boundaries are unknown.

3) There is a large variation of the speaking rates in continuous speech.

4) The words and especially the word endings are pronounced less carefully in fluent speech than in an isolated speaking mode.

5) There is a great deal of interspeaker as well as intraspeaker variability caused by a number of factors, such as sex and physiological and psychological conditions.

6) For unrestricted natural-language speech input, the task-inherent syntactic-semantic constraints of the language should be exploited by the recognition system, in a way similar to human-to-human communication. [4][5][6][16][17][18][19][20][21][22][25]

2.7 Word Spotting

Key word spotting (KWS) is a recognition branch consisting of detecting a small set of keywords from a speech stream. Several methods for keyword spotting have been proposed a common approach is the use of filler models which represent the out of vocabulary words. In this method the recognition is made with a continuous speech recognition system, using a grammar formed by a filler and the keyword models other methods are based upon confidence measure to verify whether or not a given keyword exists within a segment of speech [9][2]

3. FLAWS IN CURRENT SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEMS.

The present speech recognition systems carries the following shortcomings: These are approximately sorted, starting with concrete flaws in the lowest-level signal processing, and ending with problems in the entire abstract problem formulation as recovery of word sequences.

3.1 Blurring

Almost the first thing done with the signal data in current systems, after an initial spectral decomposition, is to blur or smooth the spectrum across frequency, either directly or by fitting a low-order spectral model [PLP]. Subsequent smoothing along the time axis is also becoming more common [RASTA]. Such blurring is demonstrably of great benefit to generalizing the phonemic templates, but the data removed by this step must carry some information of value to speech recognition.

3.2 Signal assumed speech

For obvious reasons, speech researchers have focused on the problem of distinguishing speech sounds from one another rather than the apparently simpler problem of distinguishing speech from non speech sounds. Unfortunately, working exclusively with valid speech signals has evolved efficient feature spaces that provide good phonetic discrimination but no basis by which to reject non speech insertions. While applications can be constructed that approach the speech-only assumption (such as close-talking microphones), misinterpretation of non-speech is a serious problem in many scenarios, and it may also have led to an overly-reduced view of the speech signal that is not adequate to handle spontaneous and other marginal speech forms.
3.3 Vocal character ignored

Another simplifying assumption deeply embedded in speech recognizers is the idea that the vocal-tract shape, as reflected in smoothed, power-normalized spectral slices, holds all the information in speech. Every effort is made to remove the evidence of fundamental voice pitch (or voicing state), spectral cues to speaker identity, and amplitude modulation above the phoneme timescale. Although these cues may not be the primary determinants of phonetic class, it is likely that the overall problem of understanding speech cannot be solved unless machines, like their human antecedents, take them into account.

3.4 Absolute templates

Speech recognition proceeds by making probabilistic classifications of feature vectors, then finding the most likely utterance given the possible label sequences. The labels are usually phonemes, and the probabilistic classification generally amounts to measuring the distance between the observed feature vector and a set of prototypes in some suitably-weighted space. Perhaps the most awful problem with this is that all the different realizations of a phoneme are boiled down into a single exemplar, and apart from channel normalization and some limited context dependence (e.g. in triphone systems), all the variation due to different speakers and speaking styles is handled by broadening the predicted variance around this single ideal. It seems miraculous that absolute templates are able to work at all in classifying features which are as context-relative and adaptive as speech inflections, and that the approach of averaging all different speakers into a single template, rather than trying to find the appropriate speaker adaptation works as well as it does. But surely an approach that exploits the predictably consistent idiosyncrasies of a particular speaker across frames, phonemes and phrases, will work much better.

3.5 Independent frames discount duration

Many discussions of hidden-Markov model speech recognition systems start with the observation that the underlying probabilistic theory relies upon the assumption that successive feature-vectors are independent - meaning that their joint probability is the product of their individual probabilities - and this is clearly untrue in the case of speech, which displays a high degree of correlation along time in certain segments. The main ramification of this is that timing information - phonetic distinctions based on duration rather than spectrum - cannot be incorporated, despite their great significance in linguistics. Various approaches to 'segmental modeling' have used criteria based on duration distributions measured in training to rescore the phonetic segmentation generated by the initial Markov decoding, but timing seems sufficiently important to demand a more directly integrated, and more context-sensitive, role within recognition.

3.6 Hard boundaries between labels

The speech recognition problem is currently posed as recovering a sequence of discrete state labels for a Markov process. The goal (as expressed in the training material) is traditional phonetic labeling, where the speech signal is partitioned into exclusive, adjacent regions labeled with distinct phoneme labels. Quite apart from the problems that may arise from treating all frames within a single labeled region as belonging to the same distribution, the task of placing an instantaneous boundary between different phonemes ranges from the tricky to the impossible, as reported by human transcribers. Discrete regions are not a good description of the speech signal, particularly at the phoneme level, where co-articulation and continuous transitions are the rule. A more satisfying foundation would involve labeling the speech signal with real-valued weights reflecting the varying amounts that each phoneme influences the sound at that moment; the phoneme sequence would then be realized as a set of overlapped curves reflecting the spread in time of a phoneme's acoustic evidence as imposed by the articulators.

3.7 Single class of low level elements

Although the phoneme has theoretical attractions, and has proved a successful foundation for existing speech recognition, looking at the different kinds of phonemes that exist shows that they are far from a homogeneous class. The hidden Markov model speech-recognition system is oriented towards vowels and sibilant, with their variable-length, pseudo-static spectra. However, equally important in speech are sounds defined by their dynamic properties: the transitions in initial and final consonants and the transients of stop-releases are not good candidates for spectral template matching, and typically have less durational variation. They might be better matched with a fixed time-frequency template. The wider point is that once we recognize that the form of the best model for different speech sounds varies depending on the particular sound in question, we can see the weakness in using a single signal model, the succession of repeatable spectral frames, as the foundation of speech recognition system.

3.8 Too much grammar

Initially, speech recognition was approached as a context-independent pattern recognition problem, but a more careful analysis of human speech perception reveals that the human ability to recognize speech gains considerably from the predictability of actual utterances; rather than having a free choice among 10,000 words, there are perhaps 5-10 that are most likely. Speech recognition systems that incorporate language models embodying the statistics of the grammar of the training corpus derive tremendous advantage from that information, yet the flaw here is that the powerful constraint of the language model is disguising weaknesses in the lower level features; like a person at a noisy party, a speech recognition system might be able to recover an utterance nearly perfectly as long as it conforms to expectations; when something less predictable is heard, the recognizer collapses in conditions that would be no challenge to a human listener. In the long term, it might be better at this time to work on speech recognizers that model human ability to recover spoken words in the absence of context, since this will give us a better idea of how we are approaching the solution of this preliminary problem.

3.9 Too modular

Reduction of a difficult tasks into more tractable pieces is one of the most powerful logical tools of problem solving. Yet any division of a problem limits the scope within which each part may be solved, and in abstraction problems like speech recognition, wider context is critical. Just as the particular meaning of an ambiguous word may be impossible to specify without knowing the whole sentence ("fruit flies like a banana"), so may the correct interpretation of a segment of speech vary considerably in different high-level contexts. For computational convenience, we construct our systems as sequences of modules - feature extraction, phoneme classification, word decoding - such that each operates independently of the others. Human auditory perception, free from constraints of logical analysis or systematic testing, very
probably alters its lower levels of processing in response to the results of higher level analysis. By working with compartmentalized computer systems incapable of such top-down adaptation, we are at best performing much more computation than necessary (in order to anticipate all possible subsequent outcomes); at worst, we run the risk of performing completely inappropriate early processing for some of the time.

3.10 Punctuation not extracted

The speech recognition paradigm has, somewhat arbitrarily, become defined as the process of recovering word sequences from sound. This is not quite adequate, because when we transcribe language, we use a small amount of additional marking, most of which falls into the category of punctuation, in order to disambiguate the meaning of the word sequence. In many cases the phrase boundaries and emphases carried by punctuation can be inferred with some accuracy from the words alone, and thus for restricted or formalized tasks like TIMIT and the Wall Street Journal corpus, punctuation may have been a tolerable omission. However, in the case of spontaneous speech (e.g. the Switchboard corpus), the word sequences are much less neatly constructed, and the phrasing information, encoded in prosodic cues and transcribable as punctuation, are indispensable for an adequate representation of the meaning of the speech - and at the same time, adequate grammar-based language modeling for this kind of material may rely on these kinds of markers. Unfortunately, word-centered metrics such as the Word Error Rate are so central to the current business of speech recognition that the prospects for widespread acceptance of the importance of punctuation-style information appear discouraging [7][39]

4. APPLICATIONS OF SPEECH RECOGNITION

The speech recognition technology has seen a considerable maturity by now. This can be applied into various fields of engineering and medical sciences. On engineering side, the technology can be used for all types of automation. Whereas, in medical science, it can be used for rehabilitation of physically impaired people. [16]
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